THE BIG RESTORATION

Burning

F

or Terry Gibbons, the decision to try and
find a Sunbeam Tiger to restore was
a simple one. ‘I’d had an Alpine when I was
young and I loved it, but I always lusted
after the Tiger. Unfortunately, it was way
out of my price range at that time.’ Fast
forward a few decades though, and Terry was finally
in a position to seek out the Alpine’s big brother,
eventually buying this 1966 example in February
2016. ‘I’d been looking for such a project for a while,’

BRIGHT

Terry Gibbons fought this Tiger to realise a dream…
to own a classic British Q-car, an Alpine with real teeth!

explains Terry, ‘so I sent an email to Graham Vickery
of the Sunbeam Tiger Owners Club asking him if he
knew of any available. It was quite a while later when
he got in touch with me to say that there was an
example in Leatherhead, but I’d have to move quickly
as there were a lot of people interested. We hitched
up the trailer, headed south, bought the car, loaded
up and headed home again.’ So, the project was on.
The car had been off the road since 1976, so Terry
had his work cut out for him. The first job was to try
and free up the seized engine: ‘The plugs had all
been removed and left open previously, so it was not
looking good. I poured diesel oil into the plug holes
and left it for a couple of weeks. I then tried rocking
the car in gear to try to free it. It eventually moved, so
further rocking would turn it three-quarters of a ➽
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AS FOUND

After four decades off
the road, Tiger was in
need of the works…

THE RESTORER
Terry Gibbons’s career has
mostly been in motorsport
driving single seaters, before
becoming a full-time mechanic in
Formula 3, 2, Formula 1 and Indy
cars in the USA. After retiring,
the Tiger is the first resto
project he’s done for
himself.
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Engine 4948cc/V8/OHV
Power 300+bhp (est)
Torque Unknown
Gearbox 4-speed manual
0-60mph Unknown
Top speed Unknown
Fuel economy Unknown
Weight 744.6kg/1640lb
Price new £1446
Value now £50,000

Internal affairs

While the body was away, Terry started work on the
engine. ‘After removing the heads, I found that No.
5 piston was missing completely. The con-rod was
bent and the gudgeon pin had ripped the liner almost
in two. The motor had clearly suffered a catastrophic
failure at high revs, causing the piston to disintegrate
and sending fragments throughout the engine.’
On disassembly, Terry found that the big ends,
mains and even cam bearings, had worn completely
through the white metal to the copper.
At that point Terry started looking for another

TOP Exhaust
is stainless.
BELOW Go to
match show!

The rebuilt ‘302’ engine
is a 5-litre lump in
British parlance.

PROJECT TIPS
This rebuild was
extensive and included
replacing with new all
components that were
available and rebuilding
to original standard the
parts that were not –
the effort is really
worth it.
Finding good people
for the paintwork is
essential as this makes
the finished car stand
out against others, but
equally important are
the parts not seen
from the outside, such
as the underside and
under the bonnet and
in the boot.

engine block, but the 260
unit is hard to find and even
the 289 is becoming quite rare
now – he finally settled on a 302
block, from circa 1980. ‘The block
is the same, but with a slightly longer
stroke – everything is interchangeable
apart from the fact that you need to use a sixbolt bellhousing.’ The block was bored out by .030in
and the crank ground to .020in. Terry fitted a set
of Federal Mogul pistons, high performance street
camshaft and valve gear, plus high compression 289
heads with hardened valve seats and guides that
he’d polished and ported before fitting them.
An Edelbrock Performer manifold and Holley 600cfm
four-barrel carb completed things, along with tube
headers specially designed for the Tiger that replace
the original cast iron units.
Electronic ignition and an alternator were also
fitted, as was a new oil pump, water pump, timing
gears and chain. The completed engine was run up on
its stand before being fitting to the car for a ‘systems
check’. A six-bolt bellhousing was sourced and
machined to fit the existing Ford Toploader gearbox.
Finally, the transmission was rebuilt using all new
bearings, clutch rings, selectors and seals before
being joined by an uprated McLeod clutch kit.

‘The V8 motor had
clearly suffered a
catastrophic failure –
full rebuild required’

Ford ‘Toploader’ gearbox is still in situ.
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Terry can be
rightly proud of
his efforts.

TECH SPEC

turn in one direction and then
three-quarters of a turn the
other way before stopping
with a worrying ‘clunk’.’ This
was not a good sign, so it
became clear then that a
full rebuild was required.
The next step after
removing the engine
and gearbox was to strip
the body down to a bare
shell, before sending it to
be chemically dipped. ‘The
process also removed the rust,
leaving a lot of missing metal
that I hadn’t seen before. But the
good thing was that
I could see the extent of the damage
and know what I was working with.’
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Here’s how Terry did it
APR
2016 1
Engine
removal
First job was to
remove engine
and ’box by
making
a special engine
dolly, lifting the
body up and
rolling it out
from

2

FEB 2017
Stripped
out shell
The shell was
completely
stripped out ready
for chemical

With the engine sorted, fabrication on the recently
dipped body shell was a long process, including making
and shaping panels to fit out of sheet steel. Terry also
spent a lot of time working on the shut lines. ‘Cars built
in the Sixties and Seventies were known for having
door gaps anywhere from zero to ¼in – it may have
been acceptable then, but it certainly isn’t these days.
The fabrication of the body and chassis was by far the
longest part of the restoration, taking about two years
on and off.’ The hours spent getting these correct proved
worthwhile in the end though, as the results show.
The next job before the bodyshell went for paint
was the trial fitting of everything to the body. ‘This is
especially important as you do not want to be drilling
panels once the painting has been done,’ says Terry. ‘It is
a tedious operation and it seems counterproductive to
be building up only to strip down again, but you reap the
rewards when it comes to final assembly.’

Grey is the colour

After trial-fitment process was completed, the car went
to Barkston Refinishing at Grantham for painting. Says
Terry: ‘Due to the red interior there are not many colours
you can choose from. After looking at various shades of
white, (the original colour), my wife and I noticed
a metallic grey that we both fell in love with. So that is
what it became.’ Terry is happy with his choice of paint
shop, too. ‘Paul Sharman and his boys did a marvellous job
on the preparation, as the fact that there had been so
much panel work meant it was not going to be an easy
task. But the finish they achieved was superb.’
The next part was building everything back into the
shell without damaging the paintwork. Not easy, but with
blankets and old towels everywhere, Terry got away
pretty much unscathed. ‘The first part I bolted on was
the newly rebuilt and painted heater motor under the
dash. That gave me great satisfaction, knowing I was
now assembling instead of disassembling!’ From there
the process was slow but rewarding. ‘The first part of
assembly was laying all the cables and pipes into the ➽
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MAR 2017 Engine
problems

JUN 2017 New chassis
sections fabricated

Number 5 piston had disintegrated,
bending the conrod and the gudgeon pin
and ripping part of the cylinder liner out.

MAR 2018
Floor
sections
fabricated

New chassis sections were fabricated
and welded into place – this one has
a new, larger exhaust cut-out.

5

New sections of
the floor were
fabricated from
sheet metal and
welded into

OCT 2019
Engine ready
for fitting

6

Engine had been bench run on it’s
frame and was now ready for
rolling back under the bodyshell.
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WHAT’S IT LIKE TO DRIVE?
Looks like an
Alpine, drives like
anything but.

chassis, as once the motor is in this would be almost
impossible.’ The engine and transmission were next
to be fitted. ‘It is an extremely tight fit, with just
millimetres to spare. But with a lot of jiggling and
cursing, it was finally resting on it’s mounts.’
All the suspension had been powder coated and
rebuilt, so assembly was straightforward. A limited
slip differential was fitted, modified rear springs
were used to stop axle wind-up under acceleration
and the suspension was set up for radial tyres.
The wiring loom was next. Terry made his own
bespoke loom as he wanted to incorporate extras
and fuse every circuit. Once that was fitted and all
lamps and dash connected and tested, the interior
was next. The seats were recovered at Evans
Upholstery, Kings Dyke. Terry also made new door
cards and other panels for recovering. ‘I had a carpet
set made from an existing pattern – it was not the
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Once I’ve squeezed
myself behind the
wheel, I fire the Tiger up
and get ready to find
out what all the fuss is
about. Terry was an
engineer and mechanic
in his professional
career, so it comes as
no surprise to find that
this thing is a truly
exquisite piece of work.
The rebuilt and uprated
Ford V8 is a delight and
produces a wonderful
noise through those
twin stainless pipes,
but it is the quality of
the vehicle as a whole

that really stands out.
I daren’t press on too
much through the
corners but, once the
thing is in a straight

line, I realise what it
can do. Sharp steering,
decent ride strong
brakes and that engine.
It’s heady stuff alright.

best fit, but the manufacturer kindly made me new
ones after I made some patterns out of
wallpaper. Finally, the soft-top made by Don
Hoods fitted perfectly.
Terry is enormously pleased with the
outcome. ‘I hadn’t driven a Tiger before,
Thanks to his impressive efforts
so was not sure what to expect from the
in allowing this Tiger to roar again,
handling, but found it to be better than
Terry is entered into the Restorer
I had initially thought. I am estimating
of the Year competition. You
power to be in the region of 300bhp+, so
can vote for your favourite
when power greatly outweighs grip, it has
restorer in a future issue of
Practical Classics.
to be ‘driven’. But having said that, the
feedback you get through the chassis is
encouraging. The limited slip diff helps in this
area, giving stability through corners and confidence
when accelerating out of slow corners without fear
of the inside tyre breaking loose.
Overall, it is very pleasing and exciting car to drive.
‘Will I do another one? I don’t think so. Not to this
LEFT
extent anyway. My first four years of retirement saw
Completely
me spending most of my time in my workshop, so
refurbished
I think now, my wife has other ideas of what
interior looks
the part.
retirement is about…’ n

Restorer
of the Year
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